COVID-19 Phase 2 Research Ramp Up Process

Investigator
- Reviews Guidelines and Phase 2 ramp up criteria
- If research qualifies, provides short description and completes application form
- Signs PI Agreement Form
- Forwards Application and signed PI Agreement to Department Chair/Center Director

Department Chair or Center Director as applicable
- Reviews Guidelines and Phase 2 ramp up criteria
- Records signed PI Agreement
- Reviews application
  - If denies it, notifies investigator
  - If unsure, refers it to CTSC/SOMOR Tiger Team (vmlombardo@ucdavis.edu)
  - If approves it, sends it directly to Perry King at OVCR: (pking@ucdavis.edu)

Tiger Team (if needed)
Reviews study in consultation with Chair and approves or disapproves it (Ad hoc advice may be solicited)

Office of Vice Chancellor for Research
Collates and records approvals